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Abstract— This paper presents the implementation of a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based-controller for the
stabilization of the flight transition maneuver (hover-cruise
and vice versa) of a tail-sitter UAV. The control strategy is
based on attitude and velocity stabilization. For that aim, the
RNN is used for the estimation of high nonlinear aerodynamic
terms during the transition stage. Then, this estimate is used
together with a feedback linearization technique for stabilizing
the entire system. Results show convergence of linear velocities
and the pitch angle during the transition maneuver. To analyze
the performance of our proposed control strategy, we present
simulations for the transition from hover to cruise and vice
versa.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development and application of new Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV’s), i.e. drones with hybrid flight capabilities
has created a new research area on flight stability and control
called, the problem of stabilizing the transition maneuver;
which consists in passing from hover flight mode (static
flight), to cruise mode (high-speed flight), and vice-versa
[1]. In the case of tail-sitter aerial vehicles, such transition
is achieved by the whole rotation of the UAV body in their
y-axis, as can be seen in the fig. 1. Given this and the rise
in the use of ANN, several research topics have been carried
out with the issue of UAV control systems using ANN.
The concept of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) arose
approximately in 1940, and in 1958 the first functional
ANN with multiple layers was created. Ever since Neural
Networks (NN) have been developed and used in a wide
range of applications in robotics, vision, and control systems.
Currently, because of the computing capabilities are greater
than those of a few decades ago, the implementation of
ANN’s has increased considerably by the ease in designing
and training such networks. The application of ANN for
control of a wide range of dynamic systems is an actual area
of research. In [2], [3], [4], authors use Radial Basis Function
Neural Network (RBFNN) together with a common sliding
mode and PID controller in UAVs, where the NN helps
to deal with the nonlinearities, getting good performance
tracking in both simulations and real tests. On the other
hand, in [5], [6], [7], a different RBFNN approach is applied
in a quadrotor, where the NN is designed and trained with
the main purpose of estimating uncertainties and disturbance
moments. Another use for neural networks in dynamical
systems is shown in [8], here a neural network was trained to
be used as a tool for the estimation of wind velocity based on
the information given by a quadcopter, such as trajectory and
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Fig. 1. Representation of the two flight modes during the transition
maneuver in a tail-sitter drone. For simulation result video see https:
//youtu.be/frN5Bcow9xw
position. In [9], [10], [11], [12] authors worked on feedback
linearization based neural network for dynamical systems.
The estimation of attitude using ANN is also studied, in [13],
[14] authors proposed a long and short term memory neural
network (LSTMNN) and a Modified Elman Recurrent Neural
Network (MERNN) respectively used to control attitude and
altitude of UAVs.
Concerning flight transition methods, nowadays exist dif-
ferent transition approaches which include from a simple
switch between flight modes such as [15] and [16], or
continuous strategies [17]. In [18] instead of proposing a
control for transition, authors design an algorithm to generate
the optimal trajectories the UAV should perform for a fast
and secure transition flight mode. In [19] it is proposed a
unified controller that governs the UAV system in all flight
modes, including the transition phase. Also in [20], it is
presented a second-order control law based on proportional
derivative errors. Flight mode transition based in Multiple-
Model Adaptive Control (MMAC) was applied in some
research documents like in [21]. In [22] a linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) together with a NN, are used to generate a
desired command in pitch angle for the transition control of
a tail-sitter drone. Finally, in [23] authors describe a dynamic
inversion and a NN application to perform the transition of
a fixed-wing UAV between flight modes.
The objective of this research is to implement an RNN
that estimates the nonlinearities presented thanks to abrupt
changes in aerodynamics. Once the RNN has estimated
such nonlinearities, it is performed a feedback linearization
control to perform the transition of the tail-sitter UAV, this
by only using information of velocity. To the best of our
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gFig. 2. System forces taken into account for mathematical modeling and
control design.
knowledge, this works is the first that combines RNN with
feedback linearization to solve the transition control of tail-
sitter vehicles.
This paper is structured as follows, section II describes the
system model and a brief introduction to the RNN, section
III presents the principal result obtained by training and
implementing the RNN, also a stability analysis of the RNN
training and tail-sitter system are described. Next in section
IV are exposed and explained the simulations performed
to show the control and the system functionality. Finally,
conclusion and future work are described in section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we present the tail-sitter UAV mathematical
model, the RNN model, and the problem statement.
A. System Model
Giving continuity to our work [24], we will use the same
system shown in fig. 2, where the mathematical model will
be defined in the (x, z)-body plane as longitudinal dynamics
(1) and attitude dynamic (2)
Σ1
{
u˙ = 1m (T −D cosα+ L sinα)− g sin θ − qw
w˙ = 1m (−D sinα− L cosα) + g cos θ + qu
(1)
Σ2
{
θ˙ = q
q˙ = 1J τ
(2)
where u and w are the vertical and horizontal body speeds; D
and L are the drag and lift aerodynamic forces, respectively;
θ and q are the pitch angle and rate of the UAV, respectively;
α represents the UAV’s angle of attack (AoA); m and
J represent the UAV mass and its inertia in the y-axis,
respectively; and τ , T are the pitching moment and thrust,
both considered as control inputs.
Since w˙ in (1) is not directly controlled, but it depends on
states u, θ and q it is important to define appropriate desired
values to keep w stable. To achieve this, we propose to use
θ as a virtual controller such that
 = cos(θ), (3)
now defining h1(u,w, q) = 1m (−D cosα+L sinα)−qw and
h2(u,w, q) =
1
m (−D sinα − L cosα) + qu, then (1) leads
to
u˙ = h1(u,w, q)− g
√
1− 2 + T
m
(4)
w˙ = h2(u,w, q) + g (5)
then we search for controllers
T = −m
(
hˆ1(·) + υu
)
+ g
√
1− 2 (6)
 = −1
g
(
hˆ2(·) + υw
)
(7)
where (hˆ1(·), hˆ2(·)) are estimates of the real functions
(h1(u,w, q), h2(u,w, q)). Such estimates come from the
output of the RNN. If the estimates (hˆ1, hˆ2) converge to
the real values (h1, h2), the system (4)-(5) with previous
controllers would have the form
u˙ = υu (8)
w˙ = υw (9)
where υu and υw could be designed as standard proportional
controllers of the form υu = −k1(u − ud) and υw =
−k2(w − wd) with k1 and k2 being positive constants. As
we can see in (4), the control input  should be in the rank
of ±1. The way we can obtain estimates of h1, h2 is through
the implementation of RNN explained next.
B. Recurrent Neural Network
An RNN is a type of neural network with feedback loops
in their neurons, making its output a function of both the
actual state and its inputs. Its structure permits estimating
nonlinear function in dynamic systems. This type of ANN
is constructed in layers consisting of: weight matrices, in-
ternal and external inputs, transfer functions, and outputs. A
mathematical model of an RNN can be expressed as follows
x˙ = −Cx + Wxf(x) + Wpf(p) (10)
where x is the RNN output vector; f(·) is a bounded and
non-decreasing activation function of the neuron, in this case
hyperbolic tangent function; C and Wx are the connection
weight matrices with C = diag{c1, c2, ..., cn} and ci > 0;
Wp is the external input weight matrix; and p is the external
ANN input vector.
C. Problem Statement
The objective of this work is to perform a stable transition
of the tail-sitter UAV by controlling the aircraft velocity and
the pitch angle. For that, we follow three steps:
1) Consider the pitch angle θ as a virtual control as
indicated in (3). With such a virtual control the w
dynamics are controlled. The output of this virtual
control is θd.
RNN 
data 
training
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Fig. 3. Block diagram used for getting the training data for the RNN. The
longitudinal system dynamics are equation (4) and (5)
2) Train two RNN to estimate the nonlinear components
h1 and h2 in (4) and (5) respectively. Once these func-
tions are estimated, we apply a feedback linearization
controller.
3) Once we have θd from step 1, this serves as a reference
for pitch controller τ in the pitch dynamics Σ2.
With the previous steps, we can achieve a stable flight
transition of a tail-sitter UAV. This controller approach will
be tested with different initial conditions to ensure the
functionality in the system.
III. MAIN RESULT
This section describes the training procedure of the RNN,
as well as the control algorithm together with the definition
of desired trajectories. Also, the stability analysis is driven
showing that the system converges to the desired values.
A. RNN Training
To train the RNN, it is necessary to define the mathemat-
ical model of the network to approximate its output. The
input of the RNN is given by random control inputs (, T ).
A scheme of the RNN is depicted in fig. 3. The training
data-set comes from a simulation of the system applying
random bounded input values to the system, and observe how
the system responds. The data obtained while performing
simulation can be seen in fig. 4 and fig. 5 where 5000
samples were collected for each NN, in these graphs we
can see that random control inputs T and  (upper graphs)
applied to (4) and (5) respectively produce the behavior on
u and w shown in the lower graphs. With this data-set we
can start training the NN’s.
After training the RNN’s it is important to analyze the
performance obtained in this process. For doing this we
define a mean square error (MSE) between the real system
output (u) and the output estimated by the NN (un) as
MSE =
1
m
m∑
(u− un)2
where m is the number of samples, in this case 5000. The
results obtained in a training of 400 epochs are shown in
fig. 6 where it can be seen that the mean squared error is
relatively low at the end of the training meaning that the
approximation of h1 is acceptable. To show this error, a
simple test was performed to measure the error obtained
between the NN and the real system behaviors. Fig. 7 depicts
the results obtained, this graph shows that, compared with
the drastically control input changes, the error obtained is
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Fig. 4. Control input T applied randomly to system (4), and velocity u
obtained from system during a simulation. This data is used for the first
RNN training.
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Fig. 5. Control input  applied randomly to system (5), and velocity w
obtained from system during a simulation. This data is used for the second
RNN training.
low. Same procedure were perform for the second RNN to
estimate h2 and the results are shown in fig. 8 and fig. 9
respectively.
B. Design of the system desired values
Since subsystem (1) has slower dynamics than the attitude
subsystem (2) [25], we will focus designing the desired
velocity values (ud, wd) to ensure that the UAV will keep
a secure altitude during the flight mode transition. In this
process, the state θ will serve as virtual control for stabilizing
the dynamics of w to its desired value wd. Then, for the
transition maneuver from hover to cruise, u must increase in
such a way that the lift force is enough to compensate the
aircraft’s mass and gravity. While w must be designed w.r.t. u
to have the aircraft AoA at the optimal value considering the
lift-drag ratio (L/D). L and D are defined as D = KCDV 2
and L = KCLV 2; where K is a positive constant; CL
and CD are the lift and drag coefficients, respectively; and
V 2 =
√
u2 + w2 is the aircraft airspeed. In this case αd is
designed is such a way that its value reaches the optimal
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Fig. 6. Performance obtained from the first RNN training (h1 estimation).
This graphs shows the performance in terms of error during the training.
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Fig. 7. Error obtained from the trained RNN (lower graph) during a
simulation of the system applying random input T (upper graph). This error
is defined as the real system response and the RNN estimation output.
AoA according to the transition flight mode. Then, desired
values (ud, wd, αd) for transition from hover to cruise, are
computed as follows
uhcd =
 arctan
(
au(
t
5−Lu)
)
au
+ Lu if t5 > Lu
t
5 if
t
5 ≤ Lu
(11)
αhcd =
 arctan
(
aα(t−Lα)
)
aα
+ Lα if t > Lα
t if t ≤ Lα
(12)
whcd = ud tanαd (13)
where au = pi2(Mu−Lu) , aα =
pi
2(Mα−Lα) ; (Mu, Lu),
(Mα, Lα) are positive constants which Lu ≤Mu, Lα ≤Mα.
In the same way, when the transition occurs from cruise to
hover, both velocities (u,w) must be reduced following the
next desired values
uchd = 1− uhc (14)
αchd = 6− αhc (15)
wchd = u
ch
d tanα
ch
d . (16)
With these desired values and applying the virtual control
(3), we could obtain also the desired values for θ in both
transitions. Please refer to [24] for more details of this
process.
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Fig. 8. Performance obtained from the first RNN training (h2 estimation).
This graphs shows the performance in terms of error during the training.
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Fig. 9. Error obtained from the trained RNN (lower graph) during a
simulation of the system applying random input  (upper graph). This error
is defined as the real system response and the RNN estimation output.
C. RNN stability analysis
To determine if our RNN (10) well estimates the nonlinear
function, we will determine if the NN weights (Wx,Wp)
converges to the optimal values. If so, we can ensure that
the closed-loop system converges to its desired values. For
this, we first define an RNN estimation dynamic as follows
˙ˆxi = −xˆi + wˆxj f(xˆ) + wˆpj f(p) (17)
where xi is the i-th neuron of the RNN; wxj the j-th row
of Wx; and wpj the j-th row of Wp. And defining the NN
output error as x˜ = x− xˆ and the weights error as w˜{x,p} =
w{x,p} − wˆ{x,p} we have
˙˜x = −x˜+ wxf(x)− wˆxf(xˆ) + wpf(p)− wˆpf(p) (18)
Now, as a candidate Lyapunov function we have
V (x˜, w˜x, w˜p) =
1
2
x˜2 +
1
2
w˜xw˜Tx +
1
2
w˜pw˜Tp
and its derivative
V˙ (x˜, w˜x, w˜p) = x˜ ˙˜x+ w˜x ˙˜wTx + w˜p ˙˜w
T
p , (19)
finally defining the weight changes as
˙ˆwTx = x˜f(xˆ) (20)
˙ˆwTp = x˜f(p). (21)
Substituting (18), (20) and (21) in (19) we obtain
V˙ (x˜i, w˜x, w˜p) = −x˜2 − x˜wx(f(xˆ)− f(x)) (22)
since f(·) is a non decreasing function, then sgn (x˜) =
− sgn (f(xˆ)− f(x)), and ensuring that wx are strictly pos-
itive, we demonstrate that system (18) converges to zero
asymptotically.
Now, having concluded that the weights converges to the
optimal values for the NN, we can ensure that the RNN well
estimates the nonlinear parts h1 and h2 of (4) and (5). Now,
we can proceed to analyze the closed-loop system dynamics.
D. Closed-loop system behavior
Once the RNN was trained in such a way that the
performance of the NN is optimal, i.e., it estimates the
nonlinear functions h1 and h2 correctly, we can define errors
eu = (u − ud) and ew = (w − wd). From (8) and (9), it is
easily seen that the feedback control law
υu = −k1eu + u˙d (23)
υw = −k1ew + w˙d (24)
substituted in (6) and (7), yields the convergence of the error
dynamics. From this, it is clear that such error dynamics
is asymptotically stable if k1 and k2 are strictly positive
constants, i.e., u→ ud and w → wd as t→∞.
Next, we can analyze the subsystem (2) redefining the
virtual control  as the desired values for θ as θd = arccos .
Then rewriting (2) in terms of error and defining the control
law τ = −k3eθ − k4eq we have
e˙ = Ae (25)
where e = [eθ eq]T with eθ = θ − θd and eq = q − qd and
A is the matrix
A =
[
0 1
−k3 −k4
]
, (26)
which is Hurwitz if k3 and k4 are strictly positive and leads
the subsystem (2) to be GES meaning that θ → θd, and
q → qd, this is, the attitude system converges exponentially
to the desired values θd and qd for any initial conditions
(θ(0),q(0)).
IV. SIMULATIONS
Once the neural network is trained, it is possible to go
to the testing stage, in this case, different simulations of
the flight mode (hover-cruise) and (cruise-hover) transitions
are performed, fig. 10 shows the block diagram used to
simulate (1) using the RNN and the control input. In the
next subsections, the results obtained during the simulation
of the transitions between the flight modes are explained. In
this case we will assume, for simplicity, that the UAV mass
and tensor in the y-axis are m = 1 Kg and J2,2 = 1 Kg ·
m2, the lift and drag coefficients were taken from previous
work of a symmetric airfoil. It is important to mention that
the desired values of u and w were obtained by (11) and
(13) while θd were obtained by the result of the virtual
control  by simulating systems (4) and (5) in both flight
mode transitions.
+
-k1-
RNN
System (1)
Fig. 10. Structure of the longitudinal dynamics when applying the RNN
for the feedback linearization and the control law σ = −k3(u − ud) to
achieve desired values.It is important to remember that the RNN estimates
the non linear part h1 of u˙ dynamics using only the total control input
applied to the system
A. Hover-Cruise transition
Several simulations were performed for the hover-cruise
flight mode transition to ensure the RNN works well, one
simulation result is presented next. It is important to deter-
mine the desired velocities and pitch angle according to the
initial and final flight mode to analyze the convergence of
the system and the error presented during simulations. Fig.
11 shows the desired velocities the UAV must track to keep
a good transition and the desired pitch angle.
As the initial flight mode is hover, the initial conditions
of the velocities were u(0) = 0.01 m/s and w(0) = 0.001
m/s and θ(0) = 1.6 rads. The results obtained in the
implementation of the NN are shown in fig. 12 which depicts
the error obtained between the actual and the desired values,
also the pitch angle error during simulation is shown. In this
simulation the flight mode transition is completed in about
13 seconds, fig. 13 shows the control inputs T and τ applied
to the longitudinal system (1) and the attitude system (2).
B. Cruise-Hover transition
For the opposite flight mode transition (cruise-hover), the
desired values in the speeds and pitch angles are shown in
fig. 14. Then the initial conditions of the velocities were
u(0) = 1.1 m/s and w(0) = 0.16 m/s and θ(0) = 0.15 rads
and the results obtained in the implementation of the NN are
shown in fig. 15 where the velocities also reach the desired
value decreasing approximately to zero to keep the hover
movement constraints. The control inputs generated during
this transition are shown in the fig. 16.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the implementation of an RNN for feedback
linearization of nonlinearities in the u dynamics of a tail-
sitter is presented, showing through simulations satisfactory
results. After linearization of the nonlinearities of the system,
a proportional control in thrust for flight mode transition
is applied to reach desired velocities and angle during
both hover-cruise and cruise-hover transitions. This control
approach has some advantages like fast implementation but
a principal disadvantage is the computational cost due to its
implementation on a micro-controller. As future work we
are planning to implement this type of neural network in
the estimation of lift forces presented in the use of unknown
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Fig. 11. Desired velocities for u, w and desired pitch angle θ during
the transition from hover to cruise. As it can be seen, the initial values
are approximately zero since the UAV keeps a static flight mode and for
transition to cruise, the speed should increase to produce aerodynamic force.
This desired values were obtained from equations (11) and (13).
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Fig. 12. Error velocities in u, w and pitch angle error evolution obtained
during the simulation for the hover-cruise transition using the trained RNN
airfoils and more recently, dynamic airfoils, to verify that the
system works with different physical parameters like mass,
inertia, etc.
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